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The C2C-CC is still growing as important 
stakeholders from both automotive 
manufacturers and global suppliers as 
well as development members are join-
ing us to take part in our activities to 
develop and deploy cooperative ITS. 
Since the consortium was established 
10 years ago we took a leading role 
in research on Car2Car Communication 
systems. We have overcome the tech-
nical challenges and cooperative ITS 
is now validated at large scale field 
operational tests such as Drive C2X, 
SCORE@F, sim-TD and others. 
We took a strong lead in the standard-
isation within in particular ETSI TC ITS 
but also contributing strongly to the work in CEN TC 278 in order to meet 
the standards requirements for day one in the cooperative ITS.
The C2C-CC task forces to solve technical open issues such as event detec-
tion and data quality, wireless performance, multi channel operation and 
security/privacy is now being finalised and with finalisation of the stand-
ardisation within ETSI and CEN we are soon ready for the initial deploy-
ment. 
In this process we have also had close cooperation with the OEMs within 
US notably the CAMP and the VIIC people. Coordination of the deployment 
activities solving technical and operational issues is useful for both par-
ties even if we have somewhat different deployment plans. Also the MoU 
between SAE and ETSI has resulted in constructive cooperation and coor-
dination of our standardisation activities.
The OEMs within the Steering Committee of the C2C-CC have agreed on a 
Memorandum of Understanding for initial deployment within the next few 
years and we have agreed on the day one applications and the C2C system 
profile of the standards is being developed based on ETIS G5 standards. 
In the Amsterdam Group, the C2C-CC is working with the European Road Au-
thorities within CEDR, the Motorway operators within ASECAP and the city 
and regions authorities within POLIS. A joint roadmap for deployment is 
being developed and agreements are being signed. The demonstration of 
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The European Commission supports our activi-
ties as a key element in fulfilling the require-
ments within the ITS Action Plan and the ITS Di-
rective. I would like to thank all of you for your 
excellent contributions within the CAR 2 CAR 
Communication Consortium and the standards 

organisations as well as the field operational 
tests to achieve our common goals. 
I look forward to your continued cooperation for 
the last steps toward deployment of cooperative 
ITS in Europe and globally. 
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The standardisation of cooperative Intelligent 
Transport Systems enters its terminal phase 
in the oncoming months. Within the Mandate 
M/453, the minimum set of standards aiming at 
ensuring the interoperability of Cooperative Sys-
tems all over Europe will be finalised in near fu-
ture. While the CAR 2 CAR Communication Con-
sortium has heavily contributed to the activities 
of the European standardisation organisations 
and in so doing prepares the deployment of C-
ITS, it keeps in a further step in sight the in-
ternational harmonisation of standards and 
requirements. As a result, the CAR 2 CAR Commu-
nication Consortium proceeded its harmonisa-
tion approach with an OEM/Government-Work-
shop, held from 12 to 15 March in Wolfsburg, 
Germany. Over 50 participants, among them 
representatives of OEMs and authorities from 
Europe, USA and Japan, US-Dot and EC, partici-
pated in this event hosted by Volkswagen in the 
Volkswagen Arena, the home stadium of the Ger-
man Soccer League’s Club VfL Wolfsburg. 
The quartan meeting aimed at continuing the 
discussion of standards for day-one Car2X tech-
nology which had already constituted the main 
focus of last year’s meetings in Böblingen and 
Orlando. The working groups reported their ef-
forts in counselling and acquiring harmonisa-
tion approaches on message sets, position and 
performance requirements, crash-avoidance 
applications, liability issues, certification and 
qualification, and security, data ownership and 
liability. The last-named topic was addressed in-
tensively in a separate workshop on the fourth 

meeting day. In presentations and discussions, 
the working groups declared the progress of har-
monisation since the meetings in Böblingen and 
Orlando and gave an insight to the next tasks 
to be fulfilled to foster the harmonisation of C-
ITS standards as a basis of aimed interoperable 
Intelligent Transport Systems between the re-
gions.
By way of example, the working group on mes-
sage set coordination and harmonisation has 
stated different approaches for data accuracy 
in the USA and Europe and that some data el-
ements of the BSM message are missing in the 
CAM message. For example the data element for 
acceleration has to be further discussed, and as 
question raises whether the data element steer-
ing wheel angle is suitable to communicate the 
intention of the driver to change direction. Addi-
tionally the SAE 2735 is evaluated as a message 
dictionary with many options and a comparison 
if all data elements of CAM and DEMN are cov-
ered by SAE is planned.
An intensive discussion surrounded the position 
requirements, whether the relative or absolute 
position is the sufficient information to commu-
nicate the adequate vehicle position and has to 
be put into standards, above all important for 
crash avoidance applications. 
The working group on performance requirements 
presented the results of the comparison of EU 
and US approaches. While Waking up/Ignition 
Concepts and post-crash availability display no 
need of harmonisation and the 4 way acceler-
ation has not to be harmonised regarding CAM 

and BSM, lively discussions surround the anten-
na performance, congestion control and timing 
issues as well as the already mentioned steer-
ing wheel angle. The WG plans therefore to ex-
change data and to bring experts together. The 
same procedure is undertaken for the question 
which types of performance requirements have 
to be taken into account for harmonisation of 
crash avoidance applications. An intensive ex-
change of information between Europe and the 
US is envisaged. Representatives of the Working 
Group on certification and qualification point-
ed out the differences between qualification as 
a non-mandatory system and certification as 
compulsory and mandated procedure. The scope 
of qualification encompasses technical compo-
nents like data quality, protocol and interoper-
ability, the overall wireless performance as well 
as policy components like the use of common 
sense procedures. Questions raised in this field 
are how to enforce compliance, fair participa-
tion and how to handle new market entrance. 
The scope of harmonisation is named in identi-
fying and establishing identical test procedures.
The workshop with status presentations and in-
ternal working group discussions was accompa-
nied by a programme which led the participants 
through the appealing backdrop of the Volkswa-
gen Arena where they could take a look behind 
the scenes of managing and hosting a German 
Soccer League’s club. As another social event, 
the Autostadt was visited.

Over 50 attendees, among them representatives from the OEMs and authorities from Europe, the USA and Japan, participated in the harmonsiation work-
shop. The quartan meeting took place in the Volkswagen Arena in Wolfsburg.

Summary of OEM/GOV Meeting in Wolfsburg    by Karl-Oskar Proskawetz (Administrator, C2C-CC)

the C2C-CC and the Testfeld Telematik consorti-
um at the ITS World Congress in Vienna where 
we jointly are showing cooperative ITS on public 
roads is a major step towards the joint deploy-
ment which will be initiated soon. 
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ifak - Institut f. Automation und
Kommunikation e.V. Magdeburg
Type of member: Development Member
Type of business: Institute of applied research (Industry 
automation, industrial data communication, industrial 
metrology, intelligent transport systems) 

ARADA Systems
Type of member: Associate Member
Type of business: services for companies engaged in Wi-
Fi product development and operations

Autotalks Ltd.
Type of member: Associate Member
Type of business: semiconductor company developing 
novel solutions for V2X Communication.

Having passed a very successful annual meet-
ing in the Honda Academy in Erlensee last year, 
the CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium cur-
rently prepares the next CAR 2 CAR Forum. It 
will take place on 13 and 14 November 2012 in 
Göteborg, Sweden, in the Volvo Hall. The year-
ly event has proven itself as an ideal occasion 
to exchange and discuss the latest news on de-
velopments in the field of cooperative Intelli-

gent Transport Systems. Above all, the activi-
ties the CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium 
has undertaken to support the deployment of C-
ITS, like contributing to the near term standard-
isation of the technology in the context of the 
mandate M/453, will be presented to the Con-
sortium’s active and basic members. They are in-
vited to take part in the two-days meeting af-
ter online-registration which will be arranged 

on the CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium’s 
homepage in due time. The first meeting day 
is intended for plenary presentations and pan-
el discussion sessions, while the second day will 
be organised by the CAR 2 CAR Communication 
Consortium’s Working Groups and therefore has 
workshop character. The detailed programme for 
the CAR 2 CAR Forum will soon be published on-
line under www.car-to-car.org.

Hardware Security Modules (HSMs) play a sub-
stantial role for the trustworthiness for C2X 
communication systems. To the expense of 
some extra complexity, a meaningful HSM inte-
gration provides several advantages, which can 
quickly reward their extra 
costs. Thus, (1) HSMs en-
able physical shielding of 
central C2X security assets 
(e.g., identities, signing/
encryption keys), which, 
for instance, prevents their 
extraction in case of a se-
curity vulnerability with-
in the upper software lay-
ers. By applying adequate 
tamper-protection meas-
ures, (2) HSMs can help 
to detect and hinder par-
ticularly powerful embed-
ded systems attackers, 
which are capable to exe-
cute also physical, offline, 

or insider attacks. Thirdly, (3) HSMs can accel-
erate computing-intense security operations by 
applying dedicated cryptographic accelerators. 
Last but not least, (4) HSMs might reduce secu-
rity costs by (i) adding some high-performance 

special circuitry, instead a costly overall system 
upgrade, and by (ii) avoiding a costly tamper-
protection of the complete ECU.

Figure 1: HSM-enabled C2X system architecture

New CAR 2 CAR members by Sonja Eickmann (C2C-CC) 

Announcement: CAR 2 CAR Forum 2012 in Göteborg, Sweden  by Sonja Eickmann (C2C-CC) 

Securing your Secrets: Hardware Security Module for C2X security           by Marko Wolf and André Weimerskirch (escrypt) 
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However, the market for HSMs is manifold and 
not every HSM is meaningful in a C2X context. 
To enable an adequate protection of the vehic-
ular components involved in a C2X system, a 
“HSM taskforce”, founded as part of the C2C-CC 
WG Security, develops HSM requirements regard-
ing functionality, protection level, modularity, 

and sustainability. As shown in the diagram be-
low, the HSM taskforce developed five increasing 
HSM trust assurances levels (TAL), which classify 
HSMs regarding their necessary hardware securi-
ty functionality & performance and their phys-
ical tamper-protection level. The classification 
includes also increasing security evaluation re-

quirements to ensure against any overseen secu-
rity vulnerabilities in order to increase trust into 
the resistance and dependability of the respec-
tive HSM class. In the last step, all C2C (safety) 
use cases are grouped to minimum TAL required, 
which represent an overall attack resistance 
against security attacks.

Figure 2: Five different HSM security levels for C2X use cases (UC) with individual security requirements

Common driving demonstration at ITS World Congress 2012 in Vienna  by Sonja Eickmann (C2C-CC)

The different HSM classes enable a modular and 
cost-efficient approach based on the individu-
al security requirements for each group of C2X 
use cases. Protecting the in-car C2X components 
according to the protection needs of the cor-

responding C2X use case enables a sound bal-
ance between risks for the use case and appro-
priate in-car protection measures. Having this 
(at least) five individual HSM security levels, 
we can always ensure adequate security at min-

imum costs. In particular, the assurance levels 
pave the way for a moderate in-car security for 
initial deployment, while also allowing later ex-
tensions for use-cases with elevated in-car se-
curity needs.

The label ,Smarter on the way’ guides the con-
ference programme and exhibition of this year’s 
ITS World Congress, taking place from 22 to 26 
October 2012 in Vienna, Austria. The state-of-
the-art of cooperative Intelligent Transport Sys-
tems (C-ITS) and the progress of bringing them 
onto the roads will lay in the focus of the 19th 
World Congress, being the most important year-
ly event to meet stakeholders of ITS from differ-
ent business departures. The organisers expect 
about 7.000 visitors and 300 exhibitors from in-
dustry, science and politics in Vienna. The indus-
try and project exhibition as well as the tech-
nical lectures serve as platform also to discuss 
the advantages of ITS for private and commer-
cial use and to network relevant stakeholders in 
charge for the deployment of Cooperative Sys-
tems. In addition, the ITS World Congress hosts a 
demonstration programme visualising how C-ITS 
will support the safer and more efficient mobil-
ity of the future. The CAR 2 CAR Communication 
Consortium and the Austrian Testfeld Telematic 

termed market introduction: Vehicle manufac-
turers and suppliers – as partners and members 
of the CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium – 
as well as infrastructure manufacturers and road 
operators – merged as partners of the research 
project Testfeld Telematic – are ready for deploy-
ment of Cooperative Systems. The wider focus of 
showcasing Car2X Technology – relying on the 
research and field operational test project Drive 
C2X in a great manner – is one of the unique 
characteristics of the common demonstration 
in Vienna compared to previous events like the 
driving Demonstration in Dudenhofen which 
solely visualised Car2Car Communication. The 
driving demonstration in Vienna will additional-
ly occur on public roads in real life traffic.  The 
demo tour starts outside the exhibition hall A 

Consortium are situated among the organisers 
of demonstration showcases within this frame-
work. They are currently occupied with preparing 
a common driving demonstration which enables 
interested attendees of the ITS World Congress 
to experience the benefits of Cooperative Sys-
tems in informing and supporting the driver, 
making his traffic participation safer, more ef-
ficient and more comfortable. His support in de-
ciding how to react, for example if road works 
obstruct his route and a lane change is needed, 
if he risks a red light violation, under bad weath-
er conditions or to choose the optimal speed to 
approach traffic lights in green phase will be dis-
played in several use cases of Vehicle2Vehicle as 
well as Vehicle2Infrastructure Communication. 
The driving demonstration therefore visualises 
the interoperability of cooperative Intelligent 
Transport Systems at this stage, the advantage 
of common standards set for the interconnec-
tivity of vehicles and infrastructure and that all 
stakeholders are heavily investing in the near-
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Vienna - 27   October 2012

In addition to the ITS World Congress, an impor-
tant save the date in October is the 8th Inter-

national Workshop on Vehicle Communications 
for Safety and Sustainability. Like last year, the 
event organised by the members of the support-
ive action COMeSafety2 will take place subse-
quently to the ITS World Congress, therefore it 
is scheduled for 27 October 2012 in Vienna. 

This year’s workshop is hosted by Kapsch allo-
cating the venue. Details about the programme 
and registration will soon be available on the 
website www.comesafety2.org. Please note that 
participation is restricted to 100 attendees, 
hence you should assure your registration early.

With the before long finalised nomination of 
the minimum set of standards for day-one co-
operative ITS, an important milestone to sup-
port the deployment of Cooperative Systems will 
be reached. Within the framework of M/453, the 
standardisation committees of CEN TC 278 WG 
16 and ETSI TC ITS have intensively worked on 
the list of standards to make cooperative ITS in-
teroperable. The results of this mandated work 
have been the topic of the webinar ,Standard-
isation for European Cooperative ITS for Man-
date M/453’ organised by the project members 
of COMeSafety2 and held on Tuesday, 24 July 
2012. 
The webinar was introduced by a short overview  
on the supportive action COMeSafety2, its objec-
tives, working groups and project members given 
by Dieter Seeberger who moderated the webinar. 
He as well explained the background of the Man-
date M/453 issued in October 2009 and accept-
ed by ETSI and CEN. Afterwards the focus was 

on the standardisation activities of both organ-
isations, represented by their chairmen Soeren 
Hess (ETSI TC ITS) and Hans-Joachim Schade 
(CEN TC 278). To step in they gave a brief pres-
entation of both organisations, their working 
groups and the chaired responsibilies of ETSI 
and CEN TC 278 in the M/453. Hans-Joachim 
Schade also declared how cooperative Intelli-
gent Transport Systems are defined to lead to a 
common understanding between the standard-
isation organisations ISO, CEN and ETSI. After-
wards a detailed presentation of the identified 
requirements followed. 
The standardisation activities focus on day-
one applications and use cases and the mini-
mum set of standards will be finalised soon - 
for example on behalf of ETSI, 33 standards are 
already published. Nevertheless there remains 
much work for both standardisation organisa-
tions. Dieter Seeberger led the discussion of the 
next steps in standardisation of C-ITS and how 

the organisations’ chairmen conceive the future 
work when the mandate M/453 is finalised.
For interested parties who have not been able to 
participate in the webinar, the presentations are 
available on the COMeSafety2 website  (www.
comesafety.org) in the category Events and 
Workshops.
The COMeSafety2 webinar programme already 
started in June and offers all interested stake-
holders to learn more about the key steps to-
wards deployment of cooperative ITS in month-
ly online-seminars lasting between one and one 
and a half hours. The next webinar is scheduled 
for September 2012 and will deal with legal ap-
spects of Cooperative ITS. Further topics will be 
Field Operational Tests (October), C-ITS appli-
cations description and requirements (Novem-
ber)  and Testing and Certification (this webi-
nar is not yet dated).
With the first webinar held in June, Paul Komp-
fner and Teresina Herb broke the first ground 

Announcement: VCSS Workshop subsequent to ITS World Congress                               by Sonja Eickmann (C2C-CC)

Webinar Programme initiatied by COMeSafety2  by Sonja Eickmann (C2C-CC)

Webinars on key steps towards deployment of cooperative ITS

11 June 2012, 10.30 to 12.00 a.m.
Cooperative ITS Architecture: A blueprint for deployment?
Organiser: P. Kompfner (ERTICO - ITS Europe), T. Herb (bast) 

24 July 2012, 3.30 to 5.30 p.m.
Standardisation for European Cooperative ITS for Mandate M453
Organiser: D. Seeberger (Daimler AG) , H.-J. Schade (TSE-Consul-
ting), S. Hess (hess-consult) 

September 2012
Legal aspects of Cooperative  ITS
Organiser: D. Westhoff (bast) 

October 2012
Field Operational Tests
Organiser: M. Strassberger (BMW Group) 

November 2012
Cooperative ITS Applications description and requirements
Organiser: G. Ségarra (Renault), H. Zakizadeh (Volvo) 

Tbd.
Cooperative ITS System Testing and Certification
Organiser: F. Fischer (ERTICO - ITS Europe) 

and leads through the road network around the 
exhibition area in Vienna which is located near 
the motorway junction A2/A23- A4-S1 and en-
compasses motorways as well as urban streets. 
As the Testfeld Telematic project originally uses 
this area for testing telematic services, a large 
number of equipped cooperative traffic lights 
and gantries is present. Several use cases for 
Car2X technology, like traffic jam ahead warn-
ing, road works warning, green light optimum 

speed advisory and many others are going to be 
shown in the demo route. Only for safety relat-
ed use cases like motor cycle approaching indi-
cation or red light violation, a parking area is 
set aside for safety reasons. Interested visitors 
of the ITS World Congress can accompany the 
demo tour as passengers. 
Registration for the Demo tour will be possi-
ble beforehand and on site. The registration 
and briefing for the driving demonstration is 

located at the booth of the common demo in 
Hall A. Beside the introduction, the cooperating 
consortia present there important topics in the 
field of cooperative Intelligent Transports Sys-
tems and invite all visitors of the ITS World Con-
gress to discuss the impressions they have from 
the potential of C-ITS.
Further, regularly updated information will soon 
be announced on the homepage 
www.car-to-car.org. 
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COMeSafety2 at the Intertraffic 2012 in Amsterdam    by Sonja Eickmann (C2C-CC)

with the topic ,Cooperative ITS archtiecture: 
A blueprint for deployment?’ Together with 
experts from the infrastructure industry and 
from traffic authorities, they presented and 
discussed the ongoing identification of a mul-
timodal architecture as a guideline for the 
deployment of C-ITS, covering different per-
spectives on the system from an organisation-
al, functional and technical approach.
Paul Kompfner introduced how COMeSafety2 
continues the work of the previous project sta-
tus COMeSafety. It aims at expanding the al-
ready established communication architecture 
to and overall cooperative ITS architecture. C-
ITS can’t enter European roads without coor-

dination between the different actors – vehi-
cle manufacturers, infrastructure producers, 
suppliers, authorities. They need some kind 
of guidance, for example the standardisation 
of technical and legal requirements. Teresina 
Herb explained subsequently that COMeSafety2 
members hold the view of a wide understanding 
of architecture, not only covering parts of the 
system, but regarding it from different perspec-
tives. The organisational perspective for exam-
ple includes the definition of roles and respon-
sibilities, the functional one focuses, among 
others, on services and applications.  
To support the deployment of C-ITS, COMeSafe-
ty2 members work intensively on the descrip-

tion of an architecture for Cooperative Systems, 
which is also part of national, European and in-
ternational projects. 
Furthermore COMeSafety2 contacts stakehold-
ers who implement C-ITS to identify problems. 
For describing an integral C-ITS architecture, 
the project partners need the feedback of dif-
ferent stakeholders. The overall goal is a multi-
modal architecture which is open for the further 
development of C-ITS exceeding day-one use 
cases, for example the inclusion of new tech-
nologies should be possible without the need of 
changing the architecture.

Bringing cooperative Intelligent Transport Sys-
tems onto the roads depends on a bundled effort 
of all relevant stakeholders investing in the de-
ployment of Cooperative Systems. For that rea-
son one of the main concerns of the supportive 
action COMeSafety2 is to bring important steps 
towards an expedient progress of Cooperative 
Systems up for discussion. To network appreci-
able stakeholders, to see the benefits of C-ITS 
from their perspective and to receive their feed-
back also on critical issues was one of the main 
goals for COMeSafety2 members to exhibit at the 
Intertraffic 2012 which took place from 27 to 30 
March in Amsterdam. The Intertraffic is known 
as one of the leading fairs to meet stakeholders 
from the traffic and infrastructure industrials 
sector as well as projects , road operators and au-
thorities. These contacts should lead to expert 
talks issuing the benefits of C-ITS not only in 
enhancing traffic safety and sustainability but 
also in other business cases like traffic manage-
ment, road operating and service providing. The 
expectations of COMeSafety2 members were an-
swered by the impression that stakeholders of 

C-ITS get more and more persuaded of the ad-
vantages of cooperative Systems. Therefore they 
could win important supporters to the deploy-
ment of C-ITS.
At the Intertraffic, COMeSafety2 operated a 
booth as well as gave presentations and sem-
inars in the so called Smart Mobility Centre, a 
course of lectures on Smart Mobility. Project 
partners contributed on the one hand side to the 
Smart Mobility Knowledge Centre with two sem-
inars, addressing the already fulfilled and still 
outstanding steps towards deployment of co-
operative ITS and the C-ITS Architecture along 
with roles and responsibilities of involved par-
ties. On the other hand side, two additional lec-
tures where held in the Smart Mobility Theatre, 
accessible for all interested fair visitors. In this 
context, project partners presented, beside the 
framework towards C-ITS in Europe and beyond, 
field operational tests as one of the current ac-
tivities to prepare the deployment of Coopera-
tive Systems.
In close proximity to the Smart Mobility Thea-
tre, the COMeSafety2 booth was located. Project 

partners had decided to design the booth with 
a printed real life traffic scenario, showing an 
intersection with different vehicles involved in 
safety-related use cases, a mobile traffic light 
and a motorcycle in front to visualise the po-
tential benefits of Cooperative Systems in in-
tra urban traffic. The booth design served at ex-
plaining how cooperative Intelligent Transport 
Systems will enhance traffic safety and efficien-
cy, for example if roadworks obstruct the routes, 
the driver’s view is blocked or lane changes are 
needed. Another shown use cases was an emer-
gency vehicle approaching the intersection 
which has to receive a prioritisation fast and 
therefore can communicate it’s intended direc-
tion. The COMeSafety2 booth was well frequent-
ed by other exhibitors, interested visitor of the 
professional public and experts from the infra-
structure, traffic and transport industry. For ex-
ample, a delegation of the Dutch National Data 
Warehouse visited the booth to get familiar with 
the objectives and main activities of COMeSafe-
ty2.
Overall COMeSafety2 members left Amsterdam 
after five days with the rich impression that Co-
operative Systems receive more and more sup-
port from the infrastructure industry and that 
all relevant stakeholders are willing to contrib-
ute to its deployment.

The booth was designed as a real life traffic sce-
nario with a motorcycle and a mobile traffic light.

COMeSafety2 project partners Gérard Ségarra, Dr. Markus Straßberger, Teresina Herb, Dr. Karl-Oskar 
Proskawetz and Hossein Zakizadeh could establish valuable contacts with stakeholders from the traf-
fic and transport industry.
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Related project InMoBS: Vulnerable road users profit from cooperative traffic lights      by Sonja Eickmann (C2C-CC)
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When it comes to the benefits of cooperative In-
telligent Transport Systems in enhancing safe-
ty for traffic participants, most people initially 
think of vehicle drivers being supported in de-
ciding how to react in safety-related situations. 
Less frequently the target group of pedestrians 
is considered, even though cooperative ITS fea-
tures several synergy effects to their endorse-
ment as traffic participant. One example of how 
Cooperative Systems assist non-motorised road 
users sets a research and development project 
started at the beginning of this year in Braun-
schweig, Germany: The project goal is to guide 
and navigate blind and visually impaired peo-
ple in intra-urban areas with assistance of smart 
phones, receiving messages from cooperative 
traffic lights about for example signal phas-
es and therefore make traffic participation and 
crossing intersections for the target group easi-
er and safer. The technical approach relies there-
fore on Car2X technology in great measure and 
embodies a specified use case which can lead 
to a greater public and political acceptance of 
the benefits of C-ITS and the support of their de-
ployment in cities. 
The need of blind and visually impaired peo-
ple to receive support as traffic participants is 
obvious regarding the current assistance they 

Internet
application for 
planning routes

Cellular service 
for accurate 
localisation data

Mobile end device 
for barrier-free 
routing

Supply of basic data Data supply for 
online-routing

Traffic lights 
capable of Car-2-X 
communication

Information for current 
release/restriction times

GPS / Galileo

obtain: Merely some intersections are special-
ly equipped with traffic lights sending acous-
tic signals, but crossing roads and especial-
ly much frequented intersections ordinarily 
remains stressful and dangerous. Those findings 
originate from a survey among blind and visu-
ally impaired persons being an integral part of 
the research project in Braunschweig. The pro-
ject InMoBS (intra-urban Mobility-support for 
the Blind and viSually impaired) aims at find-
ing a solution to support the mobility of the tar-
get group, avoiding that they restrict their traf-
fic participation to tested and trained routes. 
The project was initiated by institutes of the res-
ident Braunschweig University of Technology to-
gether with the German Association for Blind 
People, research institutions (DLR), developers 
in the field of technical solutions for communi-
cation and navigation (Oecon, TransVer) as well 
as infrastructure manufacturer (Siemens) and a 
competence network (ITS Niedersachsen). 
Together they work on the technical solution 
to guide and navigate visually impaired peo-
ple in intra-urban areas – with Car2X technolo-
gy as basis for the data exchange between road 
infrastructure and the mobile device. On the 
one hand side, the mobile device – for example 
smart phones of commercial practice – shall lo-

calise the carrier via GPS and cellular radio. In 
addition, traffic lights or other road side units 
(RSUs) capable of Car2X communication accord 
information about for example the signal phase, 
intersection topography, obstructions like road 
works and other, currently updated route con-
ditions. The blind and visually impaired people 
receive acoustic and haptic information by the 
mobile device. 
To further enhance safety and give visually im-
paired a feeling of security, the InMoBS project 
partners are going to create an internet appli-
cation for route planning. The target group will 
therefore be able to plan safe routes on their 
home computers – under familiar and stress 
free circumstances – and to load the calculat-
ed route to their smart phone for on site navi-
gation. 
The testing of the technical developments – 
which basically rely on equipped traffic infra-
structure like traffic lights capable of Car2X 
Communication – will also take place in Braun-
schweig. With the testfield Application platform 
for Intelligent Mobility (AIM), inner city roads 
and intersections of Braunschweig are already 
provided with communication devices and there-
fore offer an ideal framework for the validation 
of the guiding and navigation of visually im-
paired people. AIM was initiated by the German 
Aerospace Center (DLR) together with the fed-
eral state of Niedersachsen, the city of Braun-
schweig and others partners and serves as test-
field for investigating mobility related research 
issues.
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